Planetary gear boxes are used in different applications like power transmitting systems of machine tools and so on. Planetary gear boxes have the advantages of high power transmiting ability, large reduction in a small volume, multi stage reduction combinations, and axial direction of power path. Gears in planetary gear boxes sometimes get short life due to wear and breakage by repetitive load during operation time. In this work, a design evaluation for the high power transmitting through planetary gear box at low space application was performed to ensure the gears' stability and durability during operation time.
INTRODUCTION
Planetary gear systems are used in various applications. These gear systems are in high demand for efficient manufacturing in advance industrial applications and automations such as power transmission in process equipment, material handling equipment, metal cutting and metal forming machineries etc. Planetary gear systems are capable of transmitting the highest torque with the highest performance and high reduction ratios. The planetary gear systems parts are likely to wear and breakage during its normal working cycle by repetitive load in operations. Validation of the planetary gear system is advisable, experimental validation is preferred which can be correlated with theoretical or analytical validation further. There are several software packages available for the analytical validation of the gear train performance. Now a days light weight and compact gearbox design with high load carrying capacity and compact in size are the main requirements of customers. Today we have very high expectations for precision and accuracy in any and every products. The gear system in any application can be designed as per AGMA or any international standards. For verity of industrial engineering challenges gears with single or multi stages, with more types of connections and mountings are available. Different kind of tooth profiles and gears are exists in the industries. Like spur gears and helical gears Bevel gears and so on. Fig.1 shows the basic layout of the planetary gear system.Which consists of four elements as follows,

Sun Gear -Located at the center, this gear is considered as a pinion for basic gear considerations. Sun gear is smaller in section compared to planet gears. Profile of the sun gear is different from the profile of that planet gears in overall dimensions though tooth profile remains same for the basic principle of gear teeth engagement. Input shaft is connected to sun gear  Planet Gear -Planet gears are considered as gears engaged with sun as a pinion in the system. No. of planet gears can be varied such as three or four based on the speed and torque requirement of the system plane gears are driven by the sun gear and they revolve around the sun gear in the closed and well defined envelope.  Ring Gear -Ring gear is the boundary of an envelope defined for the packaging of the sun and the planetary gear. Out of three gear components, sun, planet and ring, the ring is the robust design. These gears are also termed as annulus in some of the literatures.  Arm -Shaft of sun gears and planet gears are connected internally with arms. No. of arms required are equal to no. of planet gears in the system. Arm basically connects the shafts of the sun gear and planetary gears.
Sun pivoted at the center, ring gears at the outer envelope and these two connected by planet gears is the basic schematic of the planetary gear system. Planetary gear system is the potential gear drive in industrial and automobile industry where the high torque demand is increasing with space constraints. Planetary gear system is capable of generating high torque within the smaller space of the overall system compared to any other available gear system. Torque intensity is the key for the planetary gear system and this can be increased by increasing the number of planet gears in the system. If we want to compare the planetary gear box system with the spur gear box system, three planet gear box can provide three times more torque than a single spur gear system almost within the same space constraints.
Lots of researchers have done study on reducing size (In diameter) of the planetary gear box. L.Chang et.al. [1] studied the robust model stiffness of cylindrical gears & pinions. He studied that reduced rim and web thickness results in smaller mesh stiffness.S.H.Gawande,S.N.Shaikh [2] in their paper performed experimental work to study noise level reduction in planetary gear set by phasing.J.Stefanović Marjanovic [3] studied practical approach to the optimization of planetary gear trains with -spur gears‖ In his study he presented the selection of optimal gear trains and also selection of optimal position for shaft axes of gears trains with -spur gears‖. In this the volume of the planetary gear trains with -spur gears‖ is drastically reduced by 23%.S.H.Gawande,S.N.Shaikh [4] in their paper studied Noise level reduction in planetary gear set.Dr. A.Kapelevich [5] did design analysis of typical differential Epicycle gear mesh which gives heist gear ratios which is suitable for very low torque robotics application This paper provides an analysis of such uncommon gear drive arrangements and defines their major parameters, limitations, and gear ratio maximization approaches. Study conducted by O. Bunga al. [6] on mass optimization of design of two stage coaxial high speed reducer with GA (Genetic Algorithm) compared in the traditional design of speed reducer with optimized design by GA. In this study the compromise between the service life and mass was presented & they concluded and understood that the required service life needs to be sacrificed with some percentage (75%) for a 2.5 kg saving (roughly 7%).One more researcher Bernd-Robert Höhn, K.Stahl and P.Gwinner [7] also conducted and presented a good study on light weight design of planetary gears box transmission. Syed Ibrahim Dilawer [8] conducted study on optimum design of the planetary gear train with the load analysis by varying the modules for all the gears for mainly 3 different power levels 10 HP, 20 HP & 15 HP. Cheon-Jae Bahk et al. [9] studied on a nonlinear dynamic model of any planetary gear which is having tooth profile modification (TPM). From the Literature survey it has been noticed that large amount of efforts have been put to optimize the radial size of the gear box. The efforts for reducing the axial length of the gear box keep the load carrying capacity same gives very good vertical space reduction.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND OBJECTIVE
The main motivation of this research work is to indigenization of high precision gear box for Indian machine tool industries and promoting Indian skill at global platform. In many engineering applications space and load carrying capacity is complex phenomenon in which lot of money is wasted due to non-availability of required power transmission elements such as Gear boxes at regional places. Is consumes not only money but lot of development time, due to which global competition is very tough. This motivated us to conduct research in Design & optimization of compact Planetary Gear Box for high reduction and the strength. The objective of the research work is to localize this product and served to the Indian industries. Aim of this project is to Design, manufacture and analyse the Planetary Gear and supply to the industries.The aim of this work is to re design, manufacture and analyse the Planetary Gear box as per requirement In order to acquire the aim following objectives are set: 1. To redesign the planetary gear box which will suitable for machine tool application where the space and load constrains are the prime objectives. 
Essential conditions for planetary gear train:
There are three essential conditions for the planetary gear train to transmit the power from input shaft to output shaft. These essential conditions are driven by critical parameters described below. Za = No. of teeth on sun gear Zb = No. of teeth on planet gear Zc = No. of teeth on planet gear N = No. of planets Condition 1:
(1) Condition 1 enables the matching of center distance of the gears. This expression is valid for the gear system designed as standard gear system. No. of teeth on the gear can be modified by gear design based on profile shift. To fulfill this condition center distance between two gears to be matched, this given by; a 1 =a 2 (2) Condition 2:
(3) Condition 2 is requisite for placing the planet gears consistently about the sun gear. If the inconsistency in the gear placement is the required condition the we must satisfy the below expression;
(4) Where θhalf the angle between adjacent planet gears (°) Condition 3:
(5) Condition 3 ensures the operation of the planet gears without any interference with each other. This condition is the requisite for meeting the standard gear design where planet gears are equally placed. These three conditions are necessary for any planetary gear train to transmit power and motion. Any of these conditions not getting satisfied will result in non-feasible planetary gear train design. To understand these essential conditions in more detail, excel based tool is designed for this project work. Due to excel based tool, time required to validate the necessary conditions for the optimized gear train design is significantly reduced. To understand the tool used for essential condition validation an example is described here. Table 1 shows the values for no. of gears on sun, planet and ring gear. These are mock values just to understand the validation of necessary conditions by excel based tool. Condition1
As we have Zc = 80 condition 1 is satisfied.
To verify condition 2, 
III. DESIGN OF PLANETARY GEAR SYTEM

Planetary gear configuration
Planetary gear system is the potential gear drive in industrial and automobile industry where the high torque demand is increasing with space constraints. Torque intensity is the key for the planetary gear system and this can be increased by increasing the number of planet gears in the system. If we want to compare the planetary gear box system with the spur gear box system, three planet gear box can provide three times more torque than a single spur gear system almost within the same space constraints. Grain trains are used to transmit the power or motion between two shafts. There are several other alternatives could be used for this purpose such as belt drives but gear trains have several advantageous over others
The reduction ratio of planetary gear train is the configuration arranged in a specific way as a multiplication of each stage ratios.
Total Gear ratio,
In this case 1 2 3 , , i i i represents the reduction ratios at different stages of a gear system. In this system gears are connected in one configuration.For simplification integers like 3, 4, 6 .... are used.
Gear ratio configuration for existing planetary gear train; Where Zc and Za are no. of teeth on ring gear and sun gear respectively, for the multistage gear box i 1, i 2, i 3…… i n are calculated and then multiplied together to get i,the total gear ratio. If there is a requirement of reduction ratio as 80 to 100 in two stages from 3000 rpm to 30 rpm;
( ) 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0
T o t a l r e d u c t i o n r a t i o i I n p u t s p e e d o u t p u t s p e e d
   (8) Reduction ratio of 10 in each stage can be applied to get 10 x 10 = 100 as a consolidated reduction ratio. No. of stages in gear train are based on the requirement of the reduction ratio.
Existing planetary gear box configuration
This work focuses on the planetary gear box for the CNC bending machines. Input torque and speed are generated by the stepper motor. Reduction ratio of 80-110 is required at the output shaft. Input parameters can be varied based on the specific requirement as servo motor is used in this system as a prime mover. Existing gear box is a three stage gear box with following specification; Za=20 = No. of teeth on sun gear Zb=28 = No. of teeth on planetary gear Zc=76 = No. of teeth on ring gear
a. Verification of essential conditions
To verify the essential conditions to form a planetary gear system, excel based calculator is used which is discussed in chapter 3. Input parameters: Three stage gear box consume more space compared to two stage gear box. As the number of stages increases in the planetary gear box, clearance of the gear box with ground decreases. The working conditions where the machine is installed and the gear box is closer to the ground, it becomes challenging to operate the machine in limited clearance with the ground. There are always chances of gear box fouling with the ground.
Fig.3. Existing planetary gear box arrangement
To overcome this challenge, the number of stages in gear box need to be reduced to two without compromising on the output torque and the speed. To convert a three stage gear box into two stage gear box; several considerations were done as below.  To achieve the total gear reduction between 80-110  The range of gear ratio is variable as input is provided by servo motor  The output torque shall be within the range of  The output speed shall be within the range of 2000 rpm to 3000 rpm
The gear ratio to be attend in two stages planetary gear box is 9.53 on each stage ie total gear reduction ratio is i=i 1 ×i 2 = 90.8 In table configuration no 7 is selected for our study which will give higher reduction ratio which we are looking for. 
Optimized planetary gear box Design description
Spur gear reducer is shown in Fig. 7 . Spur pinion C is coupled with the transmission shaft of the servo motor A. Two ball bearing B & D provides the support to the shaft. The diameter of planet and sun by one number but in reality these are 3 numbers, 38,132 and faced width are 25 and 22 respectively. 5.8 KW at 3000 RPM is transmitted to the pinion from the servo motor. Gear ratio is 9.53/1 , at this ratio the power is transmitted from sun gear C to planet gear F and half coupling H. Fmax and Fmin are the forces on the servo motor in put shaft, while Wt and Wr are the tangential and radial components of the gear-tooth force W. Determine loads of the shafts and their minimal diameters. Where, a is centre distance between gear axes, z1, z2 numbers of teeth respectively for pinion(Sun gear) and gear(Planet gear).
 Transmission torque '
The torque transmitted by the high speed shaft is given by:
For first stage gear reducer with spur gears (see Fig.7 ) knowing servo motor power P = 5.8 kW, rotational speed N 1 = 3000 rpm and gear ratio i = 9.53/1, T in =16 N-m 1. Load Service : uniform, 2. operating conditions at output: moderate shock, 3. Duty hours of Gear box: t = 10 hrs/day. Output torque of the reducer in stage 1 is given by (11) ka is an application factor and in accordance with the Table 2 it equals 1.25 for gear input operating conditions as uniform and output operating conditions as moderate shock. Kt is a duty factor and for a running time of the reducer of 3 hrs/day equals 0.85 Similarly for Second stage the Output torque can be calculated as bellow. here we have considering two cases one based on single planet transmission three planet transmission For Second stage gear reducer single planet with spur gears (see Fig.7 ) knowing servo motor power P = 6.25 kW, Rotational speed N 12 = 314.8 rpm Gear ratio i = 9.53/1, 
Optimization of Planetary Gear Box for High Reduction Ratio
IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND VALIDATION
In this work present 3 stage gear box is modified to remove one stage by calculating gear ratio an by doing analytical work. To validate results obtained by analytical work experimentation is carried out. Fig.5 shows experimental set up used to carry out experimentation and Fig.6 shows experimental set up for data transfer for servo drive. a. Experimental procedure: The re designed Planetary gear box is assembled with Servo motor and connected to KEB make servo Drive. The motor model we used is -GK6085-6AF61-FE-bz9 with rated torque is 18.5 Nm, power is 5.8 kw at 3000rpm.
b. Experimental results
The results were taken at no load condition and full load condition. The performance curves are shown in graph below Fig.7,8 and Fig.9 ,10 respectively.In full load trials max torque observed is 19.76 Nm. and Maximum Acceleration 34.66 Nm Torque is The planetary gear box is design to get 90.8:1 gear ratio therefore the output torque is 1794.2 Nm (19.76x90.8), 6.7 % of its average output torque is more. In the graph Blue line indicates % input torque of the Planetary Gear box and Red line indicates The input Speed (Servo motor) used for experimental setup. Fig-23 and AC servo drive data transfer setup Fig-24 are shown. Table.5 and Table.6 shows results obtained by analytical and experimental work.By comparing results obtained by analytical and experimental work it is seen that the results are one and the same therefore the new designed gear box is the equivalent of existing three stage planetary gear box. Hence we will validate the optimization of gear box for high reduction ratio and space is satisfied. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The objective of this work is to redesign the planetary gear box which will be suitable for machine tool application where the space and load constrains are the prime objectives. From the analytical and experimental results it is seen that,High reduction ratio 90.8 is achieved in 2 stages for planetary gear box which was in 3 stage planetary gear box. Hence planetary gear system becomes compact as one stages is eliminated. The volume of modified 2 stage planetary gear system for the given torque is 22 % less than existing 3 stage planetary gear system so its cost is reduced.
